Interplay between wrn and the checkpoint in s-phase.
Stability of the genome is crucial for survival and faithful transmission of the genetic blueprint to progenitors. During DNA replication chromosome integrity can be challenged by a variety of exogenous and endogenous damaging agents and by the process of duplication itself. Thus, eukaryotic cells have evolved a sophisticated response called replication checkpoint supervising the accurate and complete genome replication. The replication checkpoint response bridges together replication, repair and cell cycle proteins in a coordinated network having the ATR kinase as culprit. ATR-mediated phosphorylation events control that stalled replication forks are properly sensed and stabilised, cell cycle progression halted and replication eventually recovered. In the recent years, the Werner syndrome protein (WRN) emerged as a central actor of the replication checkpoint being instrumental for correct recovery from arrested replication and a substrate of ATR. In this review, how WRN and the replication checkpoint could cross-talk and contribute to faithful recovery of stalled replication forks will be discussed.